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RESOURCES and content

Stay informed, get inspired




                                

                        

                        
                                
                                    
    
 






The Evolution of Experimentation 

This report packs data from 127k experiments and 1.1k companies — revealing insights you need to rationalize and scale your experimentation program in 2024.


Start reading the research
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Quick links

	Opticon 2023
	Customer stories
	Upcoming events
	All articles on our blog
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Discover more
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Picked just for you

See all articles
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Test your knowledge




What is a digital experience platform?

A digital experience platform (DXP) is a software platform that manages digital experience across a broad range of digital touchpoints. Some of the functionality found in a DXP include... Continue reading




What is A/B testing?

A/B testing (also known as split testing or bucket testing) is a methodology for comparing two versions of a webpage or app against each other to determine which one performs better. A/B testing is essentially... Continue reading




What is a content hub?

A content hub is a curated collection of branded content on a specific topic or subject. It houses articles, videos, infographics, and other forms of content that let users take a deep dive into.... Continue reading




What is canary testing?

Canary testing is a way to reduce risk and validate new software by releasing software to a small percentage of users. With canary testing, you can deliver to certain groups of... Continue reading
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[image: graphical user interface, application]May 31 2023 | 8 mins.A/B Testing: How to start running perfect experiments through data
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Crafting exceptional customer experiences

See all customer stories




                                

                        

                        
                                
                                    




The power of experimentation

The Salesforce team is running more tests than ever before thanks to Optimizely. Learn how they're going beyond simple AB tests to answer more complex questions. 


                                

                                
                                    

    [image: NEW ERA]RetailHow the New Era website was built
                                
Global headwear manufacturer New Era selected Optimizely’s digital commerce and personalization solution to create a new site for 40 markets.






[image: Shell]Manufacturing and distributionShell fuels internal marketing process
                                
Learn how Shell empowers its teams to be more agile, drive marketing transformation and scale and support business demand with Optimizely






[image: quip]Retailquip increases average order conversion and improves customer LTV
                                
Learn how quip harnesses Optimizely's experimentation tools to drive internal culture and customer satisfaction






[image: JW Player]TechJW Player revolutionizes campaign planning and execution
                                
Learn how JW Player's switch from Monday.com to Optimizely's CMP transformed their organization!










                                

                        

            

        
        
            

            

                        
                                
                                    
    

The best of Opticon 2023

Unlock all sessions




                                

                        

                        
                                
                                    




Seize the Moment: The Opportunity for Digital Leaders

Informative, empowering, cutting-edge content from our Executive Leadership team and customers including Zoom, Tapestry and Schwab. Unlock all sessions


                                

                                
                                    
    
From San Diego's main stage

	CPO Keynote: Reimagining marketing: how flexibility meets simplicity
	From Chaos to Calirty: BMC Software's Transformational CMP Journey
	Mastering Growth and Performance through Strategic Experimentation
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Hot off the press

See all press releases




                                

                        

                        
                                
                                    

[image: shape]Optimizely Debuts Industry-First Marketing Operating System
                                






                                

                                
                                    
    
What's new at Optimizely 

	Commerce innovation is composable modules
	Omnichannel authoring and delivery in Optimizely CMP
	Everything new with Optimizely Content Management System
	Everything new with Optimizely Web Experimentation 
	Everything new with Optimizely Feature Experimentation 





    Optimizely's New Report Reveals Increased Experimentation Rates
                                
New “Evolution of Experimentation” study from the world’s largest digital laboratory reveals the number of companies experimenting is up in the last five years.










                                

                        

            

        
        
            

            

                        
                                
                                    


Upcoming events
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Global HQ
119 5th Ave 7th floor

New York, NY 10003, USA

 

Contact us

Phone: +1 603 594 0249
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